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Abstract
We report on spin transport features which are unique to high quality bilayer graphene, in absence of magnetic
contaminants and strong intervalley mixing. The time-dependent spin polarization of propagating wavepacket is
computed using an efficient quantum transport method. In the limit of vanishing effects of substrate and disorder,
the energy-dependence of spin lifetime is similar to monolayer graphene with a M-shape profile and minimum
value at the charge neutrality point, but with an electron-hole asymmetry fingerprint. In sharp contrast, the incorporation of substrate-induced electron-hole puddles (characteristics of supported graphene either on SiO2 or
hBN) surprisingly results in a large enhancement of the low-energy spin lifetime and a lowering of its high-energy
values. Such feature, unique to bilayer, is explained in terms of a reinforced Dyakonov-Perel mechanism at the
Dirac point, whereas spin relaxation at higher energies is driven by pure dephasing effects. This suggests further
electrostatic control of the spin transport length scales in graphene devices.
PACS numbers: 72.80.Vp, 73.63.-b, 73.22.Pr, 72.15.Lh, 61.48.Gh
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Introduction.- Owing to its long spin diffusion length at room-temperature (exceeding several tens
of micrometers), single layer graphene (SLG) stands as an unquestionable candidate for the realization
of practical devices harvesting the spin degree of freedom, and for more innovation in spintronic applications [1–5]. Such ability to propagate spins over very long distances is due to an intrinsically small
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and hyperfine interaction [6]. However, it has been recently demonstrated that
the unavoidable coupling between spin and pseudospin degrees of freedom [7], and resulting interwined
quantum dynamics, produce a minimum value of spin lifetime (τs ) at the Dirac point, followed by an
enhancement of τs with energy [8, 9], as commonly observed experimentally whatever the substrate and
material quality [10, 11].
Bilayer graphene (BLG) differs from SLG by a parabolic band dispersion, however preserving the
chiral nature of low-energy electronic excitations. Besides, in contrast to SLG, an electronic bandgap can
be induced and tuned in BLG under external electric fields [12]. Transport measurements show critical
differences between SLG and BLG [13–15], which are attributed to varying bandstructure and electronhole puddles characteristics (such as screening strength [16]). Finally, spin lifetimes are generally found
to differ substantially from the SLG case [17]. These differences include variations in the absolute values
as well as an opposite scaling of τs versus charge density, and a dominating Dyakonov-Perel mechanism
in BLG [17].
Kochan and coworkers [18] have recently proposed a phenomenological interpretation of the energy
profile of spin lifetime driven by local magnetic moments and thermal or disorder averaging, without
capturing any difference in the nature of the spin relaxation mechanism between SLG and BLG.
In this Letter, thanks to a fully quantum treatment of spin dynamics in real space, we report on spin
transport features which are unique to high quality BLG. The critical role of the substrate to reproduce
the typical energy-dependent profile of spin lifetimes (observed experimentally) is revealed, with a large
enhancement of τs near the charge neutrality point driven by electron-hole puddles and local electric
field effects. By comparison with the unsupported (pristine) graphene case, our findings identify that
a reinforcement of the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism occurs at low energy, whereas higher energy spin
lifetimes are dictated by quantum dephasing effects. Our study points towards the uniqueness of the BLG
bandstructure in presence of spin-orbit interaction and non-uniform energy-dependent spin precession
frequency to capture spin transport fingerprints, and suggest the possibility to electrostatically monitor
the spin diffusion length scales.
BLG Hamiltonian in presence of spin-orbit interaction and electron-hole puddles.- BLG can be con-
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sidered as two coupled SLGs with the top layer shifted a carbon bond from the bottom layer (Fig.1(a)).
Consequently, BLG consists of four carbon atoms in its unit cell, two carbons A1 , B1 from the unit cell
of the bottom SLG and A2 , B2 from the top layer where B2 places on the top of A1 , namely dimer sites
and B1 , A2 are called non-dimer sites. In the tight-binding model the full Hamiltonian for BLG reads :
Inter
B
T
+ H0Inter + HSOC
+ HSLG
H = HSLG

(1)

l
) are the Hamiltonians for each single layer
where the first and second terms (intralayer parts HSLG

involving the SOCs effect (intrinsic λI and Rashba types λlR ), the different potential energies ∆ of the
top (l = 1) and bottom layer (l = 2) as well as the long range potential simulating the electron-hole
puddles V (r) [16].
l
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∑
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Where al,i (bl,i ) is the annihilation operators acting on Ai (Bi ) in layer l. d⃗ij is the unit vector pointing
from j to i, k is the common nearest neighbor of i and j. In this paper we use intralayer-intrinsic SOC
λI = 12µeV [19] (Fig.1(a)), and intralayer-Rashba SOC λlR = λ0 − (−1)l 2λBR (Fig. 1(c)) which
involves two contributions, one from the bulk-inversion-asymmetry induced by the adjacent layer with
λ0 = 5µeV [19] and the other 2λBR = 10 × E[V/nm]µeV which is field dependent. In this calculation
we choose 2λBR = 2.5µeV corresponding to an electric field E = 0.25[V/nm] independent of the
charge density [19], which is a reasonable approximation from experimental considerations [20].
The third term in Eq.(1) is the non-spin-orbit coupling part of the interlayer Hamiltonian
H0Inter = γ1

∑

a+
1,i b2,i + γ3

∑

b+
1,i a2,j

⟨ij⟩

i

∑{
}
+
− γ4
a+
1,i a2,j + b1,i b2,j + h.c.
⟨ij⟩

where the first term in above Hamiltonian describes the interlayer hopping (γ1 = 340 meV) between
dimer sites {A1 , B2 } [19]. The second term denotes the interlayer coupling between B1 and its adjacent
A2 with γ3 = 280 meV. The third term corresponds to hopping integral from A1 to its adjacent A2 , and
from B1 to its adjacent B2 , with γ4 = 145 meV (Fig. 1(b)). All these parameters have been derived from
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the ab-initio calculations [19, 21]. Finally, the SOC part of the interlayer interaction is described by the
Inter
final term in Eq.(1), HSOC
which reads :

}
2iλ4 ∑ { +
∥
∥
+
⃗
⃗
a1,i⃗z · (⃗s × dij )a2,j + b1,i⃗z · (⃗s × dij )b2,j + h.c.
3 i,j
∥
where d⃗ij is the unit vector of the projection of vector d⃗ij on the horizontal plane. This part is the

Rashba-type spin-orbit interaction (λ4 = −12µeV [19]) between sites with interlayer hopping term
described by γ4 (Fig. 1(c)). Additional much smaller terms as described in Ref. [19] are here neglected.
∑
The electron-hole puddles in BLG are simulated by a long-range potential V (r) = N
j=1 ϵj exp[−(r−
Rj )2 /(2ξ 2 )], with ξ = 3.5 nm, a value extracted from self-consistent calculations [16]. The magnitude
of the onsite potential ϵj is randomly chosen within [−W, W ] with W = 35 meV for SiO2 substrate and
W = 11 meV for hBN substrate [16]. The impurity concentration is ni = 1012 cm−2 (0.04%) for a SiO2
substrate and ni = 1011 cm−2 (0.004%) for a hBN substrate.
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FIG. 1: (color online): (a) Sketch of BLG composed of a top (in red) and a bottom (in black) layers. The intralayer
intrinsic SOC is shown in blue. (b) Schema of non-spin-orbit interaction between one type of carbon atom to the
nearest carbons of the other kind. (c) The same in (b) but for Rashba-type SOC.

Spin dynamics methodology.- The spin dynamics of electron in BLG is investigated using the timedependent evolution of the spin polarization Pz (E, t) of propagating wavepackets [8], which is computed
through

⟨Ψ(t)|sz δ(E − H) + δ(E − H)sz |Ψ(t)⟩
(3)
2⟨Ψ(t)|δ(E − H)|Ψ(t)⟩
where sz is the z component of the Pauli matrices and δ(E − H) is the spectral measure operator. The
Pz (E, t) =

evolution of the wavepackets |Ψ(t)⟩ is obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
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[22], starting from a wavepacket |Ψ(t = 0)⟩ in an out-of-plane (z direction) polarization. An energy
broadening parameter η = 13.5 meV is introduced for expanding δ(E − H) through a continued fraction
expansion of the Green’s function [22]. This method has been previously used to investigate spin relaxation in gold-decorated graphene [8], hydrogenated graphene [23], or SOC coupled graphene under the
effect of electron-hole puddles [9].
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FIG. 2: (color online) Main frame: Spin lifetime τs (red line) and spin precession time TΩ (black line) in spinorbit coupled BLG, in absence of electron-hole puddles. In this limit, τs has the same characteristic M-shape
as for monolayer graphene, but with some electron-hole asymmetry due to skew interlayer hopping. Inset: spin
polarization Pz (t) at some energies (solid lines) together with fits to the function Pz (t) = cos(2πt/TΩ )e−t/τs
(dashed lines) from which TΩ and τs are extracted (main frame).

Spin dynamics and dephasing in the ultraclean limit- We first consider the situation of pristine BLG in
absence of microscopic disorder (V (r) = 0; ∆ = 0), and in which only the uniform SOC and the small
energy broadening dictate the spin lifetime characteristics. Fig. 2 (inset) shows Pz (E, t) (solid lines),
which exhibits an oscillatory pattern typical for spin precession together with an exponential decay which
dictates the loss of spin information. A significant electron-hole asymmetry is observed for two chosen
energies E = ±100 meV, which correspond to a charge density of ±5 × 1012 cm−2 . A faster oscillation
of the spin signal is seen at E = 100 meV (green line) in contrast to the slower oscillation observed at
E = −100 meV (red line). The spin relaxation at the charge neutrality point is even faster and likely
driven by the same interwoven dynamics of spin and pseudospin degrees of feeedom, as unveiled for
SLG [8].
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From the fits of the numerical data using Pz (t) = cos(2πt/TΩ ) exp(−t/τs ) (dashed lines), the spin
precession time TΩ and τs are extracted (see Fig. 2 (inset), dashed lines). The electron-hole asymmetry
is observed in both TΩ and τs with larger values for the hole side compared to the electron side. This
phenomenon has been noticed by Diez and Burkard [24], who proved that the contribution of skew
interlayer hopping term γ3 leads to the reduction (increase) of spin splitting energy ∆E in the hole
(electron) side (note that TΩ ∼ 1/∆E). The largest variation of TΩ (E) occurs in the vicinity of the
charge neutrality point, and this non-uniformity results in stronger dephasing effects and shortest spin
lifetime, as discussed for the SLG case [8, 9]. On the other hand, the obtained value for τs varies from
100 ps to 1.4 ns, which is the typical range of experimental data [17]. Finally, τs (E) for BLG shares
another similar additional feature with SLG, that is a downturn at higher energies, which has been related
to the contribution of trigonal warping [9].
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FIG. 3: (color online) Main frame: spin lifetime τs (solid line) for graphene on SiO2 substrate in the comparison
with τs of pristine spin-orbit coupled BLG (dashed line). Inset: spin polarization Pz (t) at some energies (solid
lines) and their fits to the function Pz (t) = cos(2πt/TΩ )e−t/τs (dashed lines)

To study the substrate effect, we introduce electron-hole puddles through the long range potential
V (r), which well reproduce the measured charge density fluctuations for graphene either supported on
SiO2 or hBN [16]. Fig. 3 (inset) shows the evolution of spin polarization Pz (t) (solid lines) for graphene
on SiO2 substrate and the corresponding fits (dashed lines) from which τs is extracted (main frame, green
solid line). Remarkably, the electron-hole puddles associated to SiO2 substrate provokes an inversion in
6

the energy-dependent profile of τs , with a peak at CNP, as reported in experiments in the low temperature
regime [17]. The absolute values, energy dependence as well as the electron-hole asymmetry of the
extracted τs provide a consistent support to the analysis of state-of-the-art experimental data without
the need to introduce any magnetism in the problem [17]. It is worth mentioning that the obtained
value for τs (green solid line) close to CNP is larger than in the case of pristine spin-orbit coupled
BLG with no puddles (red dashed line). Such enhancement of τs close to CNP, and driven by electronhole puddles, can be rationalized as a reinforcement of the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism [24]. Indeed,
the presence of electron-hole puddles generates elastic scattering which act on the spin precession and
produce a motional narrowing phenomenon. This is particularly strong at the charge neutrality owing
to the specific bandstructure of BLG where parabolic bands and higher density of states are obtained
and favour an enhancement of the scattering probability, when compared to SLG [25]. This enhanced
scattering more efficiently impedes spin precession, which in absence of disorder, is the mechanism
driving to relaxation. Such effect is inactive in SLG [9], bringing an essential difference between both
types of structures.
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FIG. 4: (color online): Main frame: Spin relaxation time τs (blue lines) for graphene on hBN substrate. TΩ for
the pristine spin-orbit coupled BLG is shown in black dashed line. Inset: spin polarization Pz (t) at some energies
(solid lines) together with fits to Pz (t) = cos(2πt/TΩ )e−t/τs (dashed lines). For states close to CNP, the fit is
made with Pz (t) = Pz (t0 )e−(t−t0 )/τs .

For the case of hBN substrate, the situation becomes more complicated. Scattering due to electronhole puddle alone (W = 11 meV and ni = 1012 cm−2 ) is too weak to modify the results when compared
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to the unsupported case (Fig.1). However, the scattering strength close to CNP due to electron-hole
puddles is likely enhanced by the formation of a pseudogap induced by the electric field, so far neglected.
Indeed in presence of an external electric field, the weak interaction between hBN and graphene layers
breaks the symmetry between top and the bottom layers, an effect which can be modelled by adding an
energy difference between layers [12, 26]. To account for it, we thus introduce a small energy difference
between the top and the bottom layers, which would open a real gap of ∆ = 2 meV for the pristine
BLG. Here however, the disorder potential stemming from the electron-hole puddles is strong enough to
wipe out the gap (W ≫ ∆), while maintaining spatially uncorrelated local energy fluctuations between
layers.
Fig. 4 shows the resulting spin lifetime for BLG on hBN. The presence of this extra energy asymmetry
between top and bottom layers turns out to play an essential role on scattering effects close to the CNP.
Similarly to the case of SiO2 substrate, the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism is reinforced close to the CNP
and spin relaxation is reduced. The fits of the spin polarization (solid lines in the inset) with the function
Pz (t) = cos(2πt/TΩ )e−t/τs (dashed lines) allow the extraction of the spin lifetime τs (blue line in the
main frame) exhibiting a sharp peak close to CNP.
Since the spin polarization shows an initial transient fast decay [23], the long time spin relaxation physics is better captured by fitting the data close to CNP using from the function Pz (t) =
Pz (t0 )e−(t−t0 )/τs (fit starts from t0 = 60ps, see blue dashed line in inset). The extracted τs is seen to be
very sharp close to CNP (as observed in a recent experiment [20]). The enhancement of τs close to CNP
originates from the more efficient motional narrowing driven by the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. Indeed,
the strong variation of spin precession time TΩ (black dashed line) close to CNP gives rise to spin dephasing and short spin lifetime. Here, for Gaussian correlated disorder with the chosen parameters, a semi( 2 )
~
~
1
≈ 100 fs
classical transport calculation gives a minimum momentum scattering time τp = 4π
mξ 2 W
W
for a hBN substrate, and about 10 fs for bilayer graphene on a SiO2 substrate. We note that experimentally τp for BLG on SiO2 [20, 27] and on hBN [26] are consistent with these estimates, and in all cases
τp ≪ TΩ which satisfies the criterion to enter into the DP regime and supports our interpretation of an
enhanced DP mechanism at the Dirac point. Overall, scattering events induced by electron-hole puddle
together with the pseudogap act against the spin dephasing of cleaner samples and consequenly leads to
the enhancement of spin relaxation time close to CNP, indicating that the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism
govers the low-energy spin lifetime in BLG.
Finally, It is worth mentioning that the pseudogap of graphene on hBN is not only induced by electric
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field but also by the staggered potential which captures the interaction between the graphene lattice and
hBN [28]. This can explain the fact that we observe a sharp peak for spin relaxation time on hBN
whereas a broaden peak is experimentally observed for graphene on SiO2 .
Discussion and conclusion.- Recently, D. Kochan and coworkers [18] suggested that the origin for
spin relaxation in BLG is the same with SLG, namely resonant scattering by magnetic impurities.
By varying the strength of electron-hole puddles and broadening factors, the experimental data could
roughly reproduce τs with the upturn at CNP in BLG or the downturn in SLG. However, this scenario
predicts an Elliot-Yafet type of relaxation [23], whereas experiments on BLG clearly evidence a scaling
behavior as τs ∼ 1/τp , indicating the predominance of the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism [17]. Here we
have found that even for long mean free paths, the impact of electron-hole puddles due to silicon oxide or
hBN substrates make the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism predominating over spin dephasing, a fact unique
to BLG. A characteristic peak at the CNP will be seen for the SiO2 or will be very sharp around the CNP
for the hBN substrate. Those findings provide a consistent interpretation of all reported experiments on
BLG, without the need of introducing additional relaxation mechanism driven by magnetic impurities
[17, 20].
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